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Entre’s Sam Deihs Honored with AIRE’s Frank Mahoney Award; 
Entre’s 3rd Winner in 7 Years 

Arlington Heights, IL (November 2023) - The Association of Industrial Real Estate Brokers (AIRE) recognized 
Sam Deihs as the recipient of the industry’s Frank Mahoney Award for calendar year 2022. The Frank Mahoney 
Award recognizes outstanding leadership, community service and real estate brokerage success among young 
industrial real estate professionals with less than five years of experience. The award was established in 1989 
as an annual award to recognize a young industrial real estate professional who embodies the character traits 
displayed by the late Frank Mahoney. The winner is a respected and productive member of the real estate 
community and truly embodies the pillars AIRE stands for, including collaboration, community and conducting 
business in a manner that is above reproach. The award considers transaction volume along with giving back 
to the community, supporting the industry and serving the needs of clients. 

Sam joined Entre in 2018 and has been an instrumental part of the growth and development of his team. Sam 
has evolved into a consistent producer who is well respected by clients and colleagues in the industry. He has 
helped train and mentor other brokers in the firm and has taken on initiatives to help grow the company. Sam 
is very active in community service as an active member of AIRE and recently joined the membership 
committee, the McHenry County EDC, YREP (Young Real Estate Professionals), and several other community 
and business groups.  Sam has been very active for most of his life in his local community where he grew up.  
He has completed over 150 hours of service to various organizations and is constantly giving back to his 
community.  Sam has also committed a great deal of time and energy to promoting the preservation and 
conservation of our wildlife habitats in the area. 

Entre’s Managing Broker Dan Jones, SIOR, stated “Very few brokers in our industry are at a stage in their 
career where after 4 years they are involved in significant and complex projects like Sam is. In addition to 
being a top financial producer for Entre, Sam’s work ethic and positive attitude are big contributors to our 
culture here.  We would proudly put Sam in front of any of our clients, partners, prospects and peers as we 
know he will always represent us well.” Sam joins Entre’s Mike DeSerto and Cory Kay as recipients of this 
prestigious award, marking Entre’s third winner in the past seven years. 
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